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Abstract
The evolution of soccer over the past 30 years has brought about a faster pace of play and more demanding player
dynamics that have led to a paradigm shift in how the game is analyzed. Classic, purely descriptive studies of midfielder
performance paint a disjointed picture that is far from the reality of the complex network of relationships and interactions that mark modern-day soccer. The aim of this study was to investigate the relationships established by Xavier
‘‘Xavi’’ Hernández, captain of FC Barcelona and a member of the Spanish national team for many years, during his participation in the final stages of the 2012 UEFA European Football Championship. The authors studied Xavi’s relationship
with other players on the pitch, the areas in which his interventions started and ended, his use of technical–tactical skills,
and his involvement in set plays. A modified version of a purpose-designed observation instrument was used within an
observational methodology study. The data were analyzed by polar coordinate analysis, which is a powerful data reduction technique that reveals significant prospective and retrospective relationships between a focal behavior (Xavi) and
other behaviors of interest. The results show that Xavi presents a mutual activation with behaviors from J6 (Iniesta) and
J21 (Silva) and significant relationships in attack set-up zones. He is also the most important player in set piece situations,
when he uses technical behaviors of control and passing. Studies on tactical performance should analyze all inputs of play
and focus on a deep, layered analysis of results to facilitate the work of soccer coaches and educators.
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Introduction
Given the complex nature of soccer,1 the scientific community has largely analyzed performance by applying
heuristic techniques that break the game down into
measurable units. The analysis of specific performance
indicators,2–4 such as goal-scoring opportunities,5 ball
possession,6,7 set play,8,9 and situational10 play, have
helped to achieve a greater understanding of the
dynamics of soccer. Soccer players need to master technical and cognitive motor skills,11–13 create opportunities that ultimately result in more shots at goal,14 and
continue to exhibit technical and tactical prowess, even
in situations of fatigue15 and limited space.16
Player interaction is also a basic component of soccer.17 The ability to execute effective and efficient patterns of play through a combination of cognitive,
perceptual, and motor skills is one of the most important aspects of soccer performance.11 Measuring and
assessing entropy in relationships between players will
add significance to quantitative data, generally

presented alone,14,18 and without taking into account
on-the-ball play.19 Contextualizing player movements
on the field and levels of activation,20 modeling tactical
behaviors,21,22 and player coordination,23,24 have led to
important progress in understanding the intrinsic complexity of soccer.
However, while reductionist research techniques can
help to understand technical or situational aspects of
play, they do not provide deep insights into tactical
performance. In soccer, the whole is greater than the
sum of its parts,3,7 and it is therefore necessary to gain
a deeper, more sophisticated understanding of what
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occurs in match situations. For this to be possible, it is
necessary to advance beyond superficial, quantifiable
methods.21,25 The emergence of software applications
based on global positioning systems22 and powerful
analytical techniques, such as polar coordinate analysis,26 has equipped researchers with the means to
describe, estimate, and evaluate relationships and interactions that occur during soccer.20,21,27
Player relationships are very much influenced by
individual performance and functions, as well as interactions with other players.27 Players’ roles vary greatly
from one position to the next, as do the indicators used
to analyze performance. Whereas shots at goal and
goals scored are key performance indicators for strikers
such as Lionel Messi and Cristiano Ronaldo,12,13 very
different indicators are used to analyze the performance
of midfield playmakers,28–32 such as Xavier ‘‘Xavi’’
Hernández.33 For many years, Xavi was considered to
be one of the best soccer players in the world. He won
the International Federation of Football History &
Statistics World’s Best Playmaker award for 4 years
running from 2008 to 2012. As a long-standing member
of the Spanish national team, he had an important role
in the team’s victory in the FIFA 2010 World Cup and
the 2008 and 2012 UEFA European Championships.33
Gaining qualitative insights into his interactions with
other players, his use of space and his influence on collective play could help to evaluate his true performance
within the Spanish national team. None of these
aspects, however, have been studied through an objective lens, nor from the perspective of interactions
between players or spontaneous interaction.32–34 The
aims of this study were to analyze the relationships that
Xavi forms with other members of his team and investigate his use of space, technical skills, and tactics.

A total of 6861 multi-events have been encoded. The
football matches analyzed include matches between
Spain–Italy, Spain–Republic of Ireland, Spain–Croatia,
Spain–France, Spain–Portugal, and Spain–Italy.
As such, the study can be considered a case
study.12,13,32,40 The use of intensive case studies has
been attracting increasing attention in scientific literature given their informative potential within mixedmethods studies such as this one.41,42

Method
Design
The authors performed an observational methodology
study,35 as observational designs have proven to be one
of the most suitable research methods for studying
spontaneous interactions between athletes.36–39
The specific observational design employed was
P/M/I,36 which stands for Point (intrasessional followup), Multidimensional (analysis of multiple dimensions
from the observation instrument), and Idiographic
(focus on a single player). The observation of play was
scientifically rigorous because the events were fully perceivable and the observers had a non-participatory
role.

Participants
The observation sample was a convenience sample36
formed by the actions and behaviors of Xavi during his
participation as a member of the Spanish national football team in the 2012 UEFA European Championship.

Observation instrument
The observational instrument proposed by Maneiro
and Amatria32 (Table 1) was used, proposing behavior
J8 (Xavi Hernández) as focal behavior. The division
pitch has also been used as shown in Figures 1 and 2 as
proposed by Amatria and colleagues.32,43

Data annotation and coding
The data were annotated and coded45 using the free
software program LINCE (v.1.4).46 The interobserver
agreement analysis yielded a kappa value of 0.95 (Table
2). The data were concurrent, time-based (type IV)
data.54
All three authors are experts in observational
methodology.

Data analysis
Polar coordinate analysis was developed by Sackett.26
Although this data analysis technique has been analyzed in numerous empirical studies over the decades,47
its use in sports sciences is relatively recent45 and it is
growing, thanks to the potential and flexibility it offers
for studies like this one.12,13,49–51
GSEQ 5.152 and HOISAN v. 1.253 were used for lag
sequential analysis and polar coordinate analysis,
respectively.
Polar coordinate analysis requires a prior step that
involves the application of lag sequential analysis to calculate adjusted residuals.54 The aim of lag sequential
analysis is to identify significant relationships between a
category of interest (e.g. category J8, Xavi Hernández
in this study) and other categories (other players, areas
of the pitch, etc.). This analysis allows researchers to
search for patterns, both prospectively (through positive lags that occur after the category of interest) and
retrospectively (through negative lags that occur before
the category of interest).
The aim of polar coordinate analysis, by contrast, is
to produce a complete interrelational map showing significant associations between categories of interest,
known as ‘‘focal behaviors,’’ and other categories,
known as ‘‘conditional behaviors.’’ The strength of the
associations is reflected by vectors shown on a vector
map. To produce these vector maps, it is necessary to
contemplate both prospective and retrospective
perspectives and analyze the same number of lags in
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Table 1. Observational instrument.
No.

Dimension

Categories: codes and brief description

1

Ball possession

2

Player

3

Move initiation zone

4

Move conclusion zone

5

Contact with ball

6

Game stoppages

7
8

Interceptions
Move conclusion

(PO) possession of ball by team being observed, (PC) possession of ball by rival team, (Inobs)
unobservable
J0 (unidentified player), J1 (Iker Casillas), J2 (Raúl Albiol), J3 (Gerard Piqué), J4 (Javi Martinez),
J5 (Juanfran Torres), J6 (Andrés Iniesta), J7 (Pedro Rodrı́guez), J9 (Fernando Torres), J10 (Cesc
Fábregas), J11 (Álvaro Negredo), J12 (Vı́ctor Valdés), J13 (Juan Mata), J14 (Xabi Alonso), J15
(Sergio Ramos), J16 (Sergio Busquets), J17 (Álvaro Arbeloa), J18 (Jordi Alba), J19 (Fernando
Llorente), J20 (Santiago Cazorla), J21 (David Silva), J22 (Jesús Navas), and J23 (Pepe Reina)—
and rival players (JR)
ZI10, ZI20, ZI30, ZI40-safety sector; ZI50, ZI60, ZI70, ZI80-creation sector in own half; ZI51,
ZI61, ZI71, ZI81-creation sector in rival’s half; ZI90, ZI100, ZI110, ZI120, ZI130-definition
sector
ZF10, ZF20, ZF30, ZF40-security sector; ZF50, ZF60, ZF70, ZF80-own creation sector half;
ZF51, ZF61, ZF71, ZF81-opponent creation sector half; ZF90, ZF100, ZF110, ZF120, ZF130finishing sector
(C1) single contact with ball and regulatory throw-in/kick-in; (C12) attempt to control the ball
with two or more touches resulting in loss of ball; (C2) control of ball (including catching of
ball by goalkeeper) followed by a shot—regardless of whether the ball reaches a team member
or is recovered by an opponent; (C23) control of ball, followed by dribbling, and loss of ball;
(C24) control of ball, followed by dribbling, attempt to go around one or more opponents,
and loss of ball; (C3) control of ball, followed by dribbling and shot—regardless of whether the
ball reaches a team member or is recovered by an opponent; (C4) control of ball, passing of
one or more opponents, and shot—regardless of whether the ball reaches a team member or
is recovered by an opponent; (C5) header
GTO (goal by team being observed), GATO (goal against team being observed), FKTO (free
kick for team being observed), OTO (offside for team being observed), TITO (throw-in for
team being observed), CKTO (corner kick for team being observed), GKTO (goal kick for
team being observed), FKATO (free kick against team being observed), OATO (offside against
team being observed), TIATO (throw-in against team being observed), CKATO (corner kick
against team being observed), GKATO (goal kick against team observed), NK (kick-off/neutral
kick), KO (kick-off), EFH (end of first half), EM (end of match), LB (loss of ball), RB (recovery
of ball), and OIC (occasional interception with continuation of play)
(LB) loss of ball, (RB) recovery of ball, (OIC) occasional interception with continuation of play
(SG) shot resulting in goal, (SI) shot intercepted by opponent other than the goalkeeper, (SBP)
shot between the posts not resulting in a goal, (SWP) shot wide of the posts, (SSG) shot saved
or cleared by the goalkeeper, (HEG) header ending in a goal, (HIG) header intercepted by
opponent other than the goalkeeper, (HBP) header between the posts not resulting in a goal,
(HWP) header wide of the posts, (HBG) header blocked or cleared by the goalkeeper

Source: Maneiro and Amatria.32
The instrument is a combination of a field format and category systems.44 The instrument contained eight dimensions, each of which were broken
down into a system of exhaustive, mutually exclusive categories.

Figure 1. Pitch areas.

Figure 2. Sectors.
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Table 2. The interobserver agreement analysis for each criterion.
Dimension

Categories

Kappa

Agreement (%)

Ball possession
Player

PO, PC, Inobs
J0, J1, J2, J3, J4, J5, J6, J7, J8, J9, J10, J11, J12, J13, J14, J15, J16, J17, J18, J19, J20,
J21, J22, J23, JR
ZI10, ZI20, ZI30, ZI40, ZI50, ZI60, ZI70, ZI80, ZI51, ZI61, ZI71, ZI81, ZI90,
ZI100, ZI110, ZI120, ZI130
ZF10, ZF20, ZF30, ZF40, ZF50, ZF60, ZF70, ZF80, ZF51, ZF61, ZF71, ZF81,
ZF90, ZF100, ZF110, ZF120, ZF130
C1, C12, C2, C23, C24, C3, C4, C5
GTO, GATO, FKTO, OTO, TITO, CKTO, GKTO, FKATO, OATO, TIATO,
CKATO, GKATO, NK, KO, EFH, EM, LB, RB, OIC
LB, RB, OIC
SG, SI, SBP, SWP, SSG, HEG, HIG, HBP, HWP, HBG

1.00
1.00

100
100

1.00

100

0.95

96

1.00
1.00

100
100

1.00
1.00

100
100

Move initiation zone
Move conclusion zone
Contact with ball
Game stoppages
Interceptions
Type of shot

Table 3. Transformations of vector u angle according to quadrant.
Zsum sign
Prospective
Positive
Negative
Negative
Positive

Retrospective
Positive
Positive
Negative
Negative

each direction. The adjusted residuals from the lag
sequential analysis must first be standardized. To do
this, each series of Z values corresponding to the focal
behavior and each of the conditional behaviors,
whether prospective or retrospective, are reduced
through application of the powerful data-reducing Zsum
statistic, described by Cochran.55 The corresponding
formula is shown in equation (1)
P
Z
Zsum = pﬃﬃﬃ
ð1Þ
n
where n corresponds to the number of lags and Z corresponds to each of the standardized adjusted residuals.
The Zsum statistic is based on the principle that the sum
of n independent Z scores (for both prospective and
retrospective lags) is normally distributed, with m = 0
and s = 1. As mentioned, the number of prospective
and retrospective lags must be identical. The recommended number is five. The outcome is a Zsum statistic
for each conditional behavior analyzed. The resulting
values will determine the length and angle of the subsequent vectors showing the relationship between each
conditional behavior and the focal behavior.
Prospective and retrospective Zsum statistics carry a
positive or negative sign, and it is the combination of
these signs that determines in which quadrant each conditional behavior is located. Polar coordinate analysis
also reveals the nature of the relationship between focal

Quadrant

Transformation of u angle

I
II
III
IV

No transformation
180 2 u
180 + u
360 2 u

and conditional behaviors, that is, whether its inhibition, activation, or a combination of these.
The prospective and retrospective Zsum values for
each conditional behavior are used to calculate the
length shown in equation (2) and angle of the vector
showing the relationship with the focal behavior
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

 
ﬃ
2
2
Length =
Zsum prospective + Zsum retrospective

ð2Þ

For a vector to have a significance level of 0.05, it must
have a length greater than 1.96. Once the length and
angle have been calculated for each vector, the u angle
must be transformed according to the quadrant in
which the vector is located as shown in Table 3.
All the necessary calculations for polar coordinate
analysis are performed in the free software program
HOISAN,53 which also presents the results as easy-tointerpret vector maps. The quadrant in which the
vectors are located determines the nature of the
relationship between the focal and conditional behaviors (Figure 3). Quadrant I shows mutual activation
between the focal and conditional behaviors, while
quadrant III shows mutual inhibition. Quadrant II
shows conditional behaviors that activate but are not
activated by the focal behavior, while quadrant IV
shows conditional behaviors that inhibit but are not
inhibited by the focal behavior.

Maneiro et al.
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Table 4. Polar coordinate analysis results showing the relationship between Xavi and other players.
Category

Quadrant

Prospective perspective

Retrospective perspective

Radius

Angle (°)

J0 unidentified player
J1 Iker Casillas
J3 Gerard Piqué
J4 Javi Martinez
J6 Andrés Iniesta
J7 Pedro Rodrı́guez
J9 Fernando Torres
J10 Cesc Fábregas
J11 Álvaro Negredo
J13 Juan Mata
J14 Xabi Alonso
J15 Sergio Ramos
J16 Sergio Busquets
J17 Álvaro Arbeloa
J18 Jordi Alba
J20 Santiago Cazorla
J21 David Silva
J22 Jesús Navas
JR—Rival players

II
III
I
IV
I
III
IV
III
II
III
I
II
I
IV
III
IV
I
III
II

20.12
21.68
0.30
1.35
1.94
20.38
1.11
20.30
21.81
20.88
0.11
21.97
0.96
1.07
20.70
0.15
1.88
21.28
20.13

1.60
22.59
0.18
20.04
1.44
22.13
20.52
20.48
0.18
20.14
0.95
0.47
1.56
20.32
20.67
20.16
1.52
23.18
0.85

1.60
3.09*
0.35
1.35
2.42*
2.17*
1.23
0.56
1.82
0.89
0.96
2.02*
1.83
1.12
0.96
0.22
2.41*
3.43*
0.86

94.33
237.12
30.84
358.10
36.66
259.90
334.74
238.33
174.21
189.23
83.31
166.70
58.29
343.52
223.69
313.32
38.91
248.05
99.02

*Significant association (Z . 1.96; p \ 0.05).
Xavi (code J8) was established as the focal behavior
for all the above analyses.

The relationship between Xavi and other players on
his team

Figure 3. Activating Æ and Æ inhibitory relationships between
focal and conditional behaviors according to the quadrant in
which they are located.

Results
The results have been organized into sections describing Xavi’s relationship with six different aspects of play
during the competition:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Other players on his team;
Move initiation zones;
Move conclusion zones;
Game stoppages and interceptions;
Ball contact;
Type of shots.

For this analysis, the relationship was studied between
Xavi (J8), defined as the focal behavior or category,
and the other players on the Spanish national team—J0
(unidentified player), J1 (Iker Casillas), J2 (Raúl
Albiol), J3 (Gerard Piqué), J4 (Javi Martinez), J5
(Juanfran Torres), J6 (Andrés Iniesta), J7 (Pedro
Rodrı́guez), J9 (Fernando Torres), J10 (Cesc Fábregas),
J11 (Álvaro Negredo), J12 (Vı́ctor Valdés), J13 (Juan
Mata), J14 (Xabi Alonso), J15 (Sergio Ramos), J16
(Sergio Busquets), J17 (Álvaro Arbeloa), J18 (Jordi
Alba), J19 (Fernando Llorente), J20 (Santiago
Cazorla), J21 (David Silva), J22 (Jesús Navas), and J23
(Pepe Reina), defined as the conditional behaviors or
categories. The association with rival players (JR) was
also analyzed. The aim was to determine how Xavi
interacted with these players during the championship.
The results in Table 4 and Figure 4 show that both
J6 (Andrés Iniesta), with a radius of 2.42 and an angle
of 36.66°, and J21 (David Silva), with a radius of 2.41
and an angle of 38.91°, are located in quadrant I, where
the focal behavior activates the conditional behavior,
both prospectively and retrospectively (mutual
activation).
Quadrant II, where the focal behavior inhibits the
conditional behavior prospectively and activates it retrospectively, contains J15 (Sergio Ramos), with a radius
of 2.02 and an angle of 166.70°.
Quadrant III (mutual inhibition quadrant), in turn,
contains J1 (Iker Casillas), J7 (Pedro Rodrı́guez), and
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Table 5. Polar coordinate analysis results showing the relationship between Xavi and move initiation zones.
Category

Quadrant

Prospective perspective

Retrospective perspective

Radius

Angle (°)

ZI10
ZI20
ZI30
ZI40
ZI50
ZI60
ZI70
ZI80
ZI51
ZI61
ZI71
ZI81
ZI90
ZI100
ZI110
ZI120
ZI130

III
III
III
III
III
II
II
III
IV
I
IV
III
I
IV
I
I
I

25.88
24.05
23.15
20.99
24.76
23.56
21.89
23.43
0.79
4.07
3.70
20.07
0.31
2.92
5.61
1.39
2.40

23.58
22.63
20.30
23.09
20.64
1.82
0.53
20.29
20.13
2.96
20.74
21.14
0.62
20.14
1.37
0.65
1.49

6.88*
4.83*
3.16*
3.24*
4.80*
4.00*
1.97*
3.44*
0.80
5.03*
3.78*
1.15
0.69
2.92*
5.78*
1.53
2.83*

211.31
212.98
185.52
252.24
187.60
152.98
164.29
184.85
350.64
36.02
348.66
266.65
63.43
357.28
13.75
25.22
31.80

*Significant association (Z . 1.96; p \ 0.05).

Figure 4. Vector map showing relationships between Xavi and
other players.

J22 (Jesús Navas), with respective radii of 3.09, 2.17,
and 3.43 and angles of 237.12°, 259.9°, and 248.05°.

The relationship between Xavi and move initiation
zones
In this analysis, investigations were conducted on the
relationship between Xavi (J8) and the different areas
of the pitch where he initiated his actions (ZI10, ZI20,
ZI30, ZI40, ZI50, ZI60, ZI70, ZI80, ZI51, ZI61, ZI71,
ZI81, ZI90, ZI100, ZI110, ZI120, and ZI130). The aim
was to investigate his use of and interaction with space
during the course of play.

Figure 5. Vector map showing relationships between Xavi and
move initiation zones.

The results (Table 5 and Figure 5) show that the
mutual activation quadrant I contains ZI61, with a
radius of 5.03 and an angle of 36.02°; ZI110, with a
radius of 5.78 and an angle of 13.75°; and ZI130, with
a radius of 2.83 and an angle of 31.8°.
Quadrant II, where the focal behavior inhibits and is
activated by the conditional behaviors, contains the
two central areas of the Spanish national team’s half:
ZI60, with a radius of 4.00 and an angle of 152.98°, and
ZI70, with a radius of 1.97 and an angle of 164.29°.
The mutual inhibition quadrant, quadrant III, contains categories ZI10, with a radius of 6.88 and an angle
of 211.31°; ZI20, with a radius of 4.83 and an angle of
212.98°; ZI30, with a radius of 3.16 and an angle of

Maneiro et al.
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Table 6. Polar coordinate analysis results for the relationship between Xavi and move conclusion zones.
Category

Quadrant

Prospective perspective

Retrospective perspective

Radius

Angle (°)

ZF10
ZF20
ZF30
ZF40
ZF50
ZF60
ZF70
ZF80
ZF51
ZF61
ZF71
ZF81
ZF90
ZF100
ZF110
ZF120
ZF130

III
III
III
III
III
II
II
III
IV
I
I
III
III
IV
I
IV
I

23.95
23.30
22.23
21.62
24.36
23.53
22.35
22.40
1.27
2.46
2.59
21.59
20.18
2.27
5.16
0.69
4.48

23.56
23.78
20.87
23.37
22.79
3.01
1.51
20.31
22.90
4.77
3.14
21.67
20.87
20.77
0.82
20.7
0.51

5.32*
5.02*
2.39*
3.74*
5.18*
4.64*
2.79*
2.42*
3.17*
5.37*
4.07*
2.31*
0.89
2.39*
5.23*
0.98
4.51*

222.03
228.86
201.38
244.29
212.62
139.53
147.23
187.32
293.71
62.77
50.44
226.49
258.41
341.26
9.06
314.45
6.43

*Significant association (Z . 1.96; p \ 0.05).
185.52°; ZI40, with a radius of 3.24 and an angle of
252.24° (all in the safety sector); ZI50, with a radius of
4.80 and an angle of 187.60°; and ZI80, with a radius of
3.44 and an angle of 184.85°.
Finally, ZI71, with a radius of 3.78 and an angle of
348.66°, and ZI100, with a radius of 2.92 and an angle
of 357.28°, were located in quadrant IV, where the focal
behavior activates, but is not activated by the conditional behaviors.

The relationship between Xavi and move conclusion
zones
In this analysis, the relationship between Xavi (J8) and
the different areas of the pitch in which his interventions started (ZF10, ZF20, ZF30, ZF40, ZF50, ZF60,
ZF70, ZF80, ZF51, ZF61, ZF71, ZF81, ZF90, ZF100,
ZF110, ZF120, and ZF130) was studied. The aim was
to analyze how he interacted with these areas during
the Spanish national team’s attacks.
The results in Table 6 and Figure 6 show the following categories located in quadrant I (mutual activation):
ZF61, with a radius of 5.37 and an angle of 62.77°;
ZF71, with a radius of 4.07 and an angle of 50.44°;
ZF110, with a radius of 5.23 and an angle of 9.06°; and
ZF130, with a radius of 4.51 and an angle of 6.43°.
Quadrant II, which shows conditional behaviors that
are inhibited by but do not inhibit the focal behavior,
contains the two central areas of the Spanish national
team’s half: ZF60, with a radius of 4.64 and an angle of
139.53°, and ZF70, with a radius of 2.79 and an angle
of 147.23°.
The mutual inhibition quadrant, quadrant III, contains categories ZF10, with a radius of 5.32 and an
angle of 222.03°; ZF20, with a radius of 5.02 and an
angle of 228.86°; ZF30, with a radius of 2.39 and an
angle of 201.38°; ZF40, with a radius of 3.74 and an

Figure 6. Vector map showing relationships between Xavi and
move conclusion zones.

angle of 244.29° (all in the safety sector); ZF50, with a
radius of 5.18 and an angle of 212.62°; ZF80, with a
radius of 2.42 and an angle of 187.32°; and ZF81, with
a radius of 2.31 and an angle of 226.49°.
Finally, quadrant IV, which shows conditional behaviors that are activated by but do not activate the focal
behavior, contains ZF51, with a radius of 3.17 and an
angle of 293.71°, and ZF100, with a radius of 2.39 and
an angle of 341.26°.

The relationship between Xavi and game stoppages
and interceptions
For this analysis, the relationship between Xavi (J8)
and different aspects related to game stoppages and
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Table 7. Polar coordinate analysis results showing the relationship between Xavi and game situations (stoppages and interceptions).
Category

Quadrant

Prospective perspective

Retrospective perspective

Radius

Angle (°)

GTO
FKTO
OTO
TITO
CKTO
GKTO
FKATO
OATO
TIATO
CKATO
NK
KO
EFH
EM
LB
RB
OIC

III
II
III
III
II
III
IV
IV
III
IV
III
IV
II
IV
III
IV
I

20.51
22.26
21.06
22.52
20.19
20.03
0.52
1.17
21.09
3.90
21.22
0.30
21.27
2.56
20.57
1.23
1.85

20.41
4.53
21.22
23.73
10.09
22.26
20.52
21.05
20.64
20.76
21.07
21.72
0.06
20.78
22.39
21.31
2.50

0.65
5.06*
1.62
4.50*
10.10*
2.26*
0.74
1.57
1.26
3.97*
1.62
1.75
1.27
2.68*
2.46*
1.80
3.11*

219.15
116.57
228.81
235.90
91.09
269.32
314.75
318.11
210.48
348.97
221.20
279.87
177.18
342.99
256.54
313.19
53.48

*Significant association (Z . 1.96; p \ 0.05)
Following statistical criteria, results that do not provide information are removed from the results (GATO and GKATO).
interceptions (GTO, GATO, FKTO, OTO, TITO,
CKTO, GKTO, FKATO, OATO, TIATO, CKATO,
GKATO, NK, KO, EFH, EM, LB, RB, and OIC) was
analyzed. The aim was to investigate Xavi’s involvement in these situations.
Quadrant I, where the focal behavior activates and
is activated by the presence of conditional behaviors,
contains the category OIC with a radius of 3.11 and an
angle of 53.48° (Table 7 and Figure 7).
Quadrant II, which shows conditional behaviors that
are inhibited by but do not inhibit the focal behavior,
contains FKTO with a radius of 5.06 and an angle of
116.57°, and CKTO with a radius of 10.10 and an angle
of 91.09°.
Quadrant III, the mutual inhibition quadrant, contains TITO with a radius of 4.50 and an angle of
235.90°; GKTO with a radius of 2.26 and an angle of
269.32°; and LB with a radius of 2.46 and an angle of
256.54°.
Finally, quadrant IV, which shows conditional behaviors that are activated by but do not activate the focal
behavior, contains CKATO with a radius of 3.97 and
an angle of 348.97°, and EM with a radius of 2.68 and
an angle of 342.99°.

The relationship between Xavi and ball contact
For this analysis, the relationship was studied between
Xavi (J8) and the different categories in the ball contact
dimension (C1, C12, C2, C23, C24, C3, C4, and C5).
The aim was to investigate the player’s use of technical
skills.
Quadrant I, where the focal and conditional behaviors activate each other, contains the category C2, with
a radius of 3.19 and an angle of 44.20° (Table 8 and
Figure 8).

Figure 7. Vector map showing the relationships between Xavi
and game situations (interruptions and interceptions).

Quadrant III, which shows mutual inhibition, contains the conditional behaviors C1, with a radius of
2.89 and an angle of 216.00°, and C5, with a radius of
2.11 and an angle of 239.24°.

The relationship between Xavi and type of shots
For this analysis, the relationship was studied between
Xavi (J8) and the different categories in the type of shot
dimension: SG, SI, SBP, SWP, SSG, HEG, HIG, HBP,
HWP, and HBG. The aim was to analyze Xavi’s intervention in shots.
Quadrant IV, where the focal behavior activates and
is inhibited by the presence of the conditional behavior,
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Table 8. Polar coordinate analysis results showing the relationship between Xavi and ball contact.
Category

Quadrant

Prospective perspective

Retrospective perspective

Radius

Angle (°)

C1
C12
C2
C23
C24
C3
C4
C5

III
III
I
III
III
I
III
III

22.34
21.14
2.29
21.12
20.40
1.27
20.57
21.08

21.70
21.47
2.22
20.33
20.48
0.44
20.20
21.81

2.89*
1.86
3.19*
1.17
0.63
1.34
0.61
2.11*

216.00
232.03
44.20
196.43
230.51
19.10
198.97
239.24

*Significant association (Z . 1.96; p \ 0.05).

Table 9. Polar coordinate analysis results showing the relationship between Xavi and type of shot.
Category

Quadrant

Prospective perspective

Retrospective perspective

Radius

Angle (°)

SG
SI
SBP
SWP
HEG
HIG
HWP
HBP

III
II
II
IV
III
II
IV
III

20.75
20.10
20.72
0.96
20.34
20.57
0.92
20.06

20.18
1.81
1.02
22.25
21.20
1.48
20.25
20.53

0.77
1.81
1.24
2.44*
1.24
1.59
0.95
0.53

193.47
93.25
125.18
293.09
254.37
110.99
345.05
263.23

*Significant association (Z . 1.96; p \ 0.05).
information, was used to analyze how Xavi interacts
with other members on the Spanish national team and
determine how he contributes to the collective effort
through his use of space and technical–tactical skills.
The analysis produced a series of polar coordinate vector maps that show significant prospective and retrospective relationships between Xavi and the different
categories from the ad hoc instrument.
Xavi’s role on the Spanish national soccer team has
been studied very little by the scientific community,
with work to date focused largely on the overall performance of the team, rather than on a detailed analysis
of Xavi’s proficiency or interactions.33,51 As has been
pointed out by numerous authors, understanding how
different members of a team interact is essential for
understanding their performance as a whole.12,13,32
In the rest of this discussion, the results are analyzed
in the same order as they appear in the results section
and each section is concluded with some practical
recommendations for consideration by coaches.
Figure 8. Vector map showing relationships between Xavi and
type of ball contact.

contains the category SWP with a radius of 2.44 and an
angle of 293.09° (Table 9 and Figure 9).

Discussion
In this study, polar coordinate analysis, a powerful
analytical technique that reduces large volumes of data
to manageable amounts without losing key

Xavi’s relationship with the other players on his team
The results show mutual activation between Xavi and
both Iniesta (J6) and Silva (J21). Although previous
work has identified Xavi as the most technically accomplished player in the 2008 European Cup,33 it is perfectly conceivable that Xavi also makes tactical
decisions by teaming up with other playmakers with
superior technical and tactical prowess to overcome
rivals. The intensity of the relationships with J6 and
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Figure 9. Vector map showing relationships between Xavi and
type of shot.

J21 in quadrant I (respective radii of 2.42 and 2.41)
suggests that Xavi advances the ball up the pitch
mostly through short passes to Iniesta and Silva. These
players employ space strategically by moving in from
the left and right wings to team up with players in the
center areas and create optimal playmaking situations
by outnumbering the opposition. In addition, the presence of Ramos (J15) had an activating effect on Xavi.
Ramos is a central defender and as such has an important playmaking role, as players in this position are
responsible for delivering the ball to the next line of
attack under the best possible circumstances.
This novel tactical arrangement involves constant
movement by some of the most talented players on the
team seeking to create and occupy space, regardless of
their original positions, thereby creating opportunities
for on-the-ball play by key players. To defend against
such tactics, coaches should aim to place more defenders in the central areas of the pitch to impede these
continuous interactions.

Xavi’s relationship with move initiation and
conclusion zones
As shown in the polar coordinate map in Figure 5, a
mutually activating relationship existed between Xavi
and ZI61, ZI110, and ZI130, which are key areas for
launching and ending attacks. This finding indicates
two things. First, Xavi prioritizes the delivery of the
ball to specific areas (ZI61, ZI110, and ZI130). Second,
he dominates actions that are typically seen in strikers,
such as shots at goal. Although Xavi is a playmaking
midfielder, the findings show a strong relationship
(radius of 5.78) with move conclusions. These findings
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indicate that Xavi is a highly versatile, unpredictable
player who is effective not only at setting up attacks
but also at developing and finishing them.
The activating effect of Xavi on category ZF51 (with
a radius of 3.17) observed in quadrant IV is also
interesting as it is directly related to the use of space
and shows that Xavi activated play in the wing. By
moving the ball wide, Xavi extended the area in which
he had to set up an attack, thus gaining more space
and time to be creative and make decisions, while opening up new opportunities in the wings. Grund56 showed
that teams who use these tactics increase their goalscoring opportunities by 8%.
Categories ZI60 and ZI70 in quadrant II activated
the presence of Xavi, which is consistent with previous
observations, and are also directly related to the activation of Xavi by Ramos in the quadrant showing the
relationships between Xavi and his teammates. When
the ball is in possession of the backline players, Xavi
activates his movements in the center of the defensive
midfield, seeking to receive the ball and continue the
attack by moving it up to the next line in the creation
sector of the rival team. Xavi also activates the
presence of categories ZI71 and ZI100 in quadrant IV
(radii of 3.78 and 2.92, respectively). This activation is
related to interventions ending in a shot, indicating
Xavi’s role in acting as the direct link between defense
and attack. The findings show that Xavi is instrumental
in facilitating the close relationship between the
Spanish national team’s attacking and defending lines.
Previous research has highlighted the strong organizational setup of the Spanish national team.57
Coaches should pay close attention to areas of the
pitch in which highly skilled midfield players like Xavi
initiate their actions (generally the midfield line).
Preventing play from progressing past these initial
attack set-up zones will logically prevent the ball from
reaching the move conclusion zones and increase defensive performance.

Xavi’s relationship with game stoppages and
interceptions
The presence of FKTO (free kicks) and CKTO (corner
kicks) in quadrant II (Figure 7) suggests a direct
association between Xavi and set plays executed with
the foot. In addition, the association between Xavi and
TITO (sideline throw-ins) was mutually inhibitory. Set
plays are particularly advantageous in attacking situations as they allow players to execute strategies aimed
ultimately at reaching the goal. These actions have been
reported in the literature as very important from an
offensive perspective.8,58,59 The findings of this study
show that Xavi is not only the most important contributor to dynamic attack but also has a key role in set
plays. Recent studies have corroborated the importance
of midfield players in dynamic and in set piece situations.32 Although surrounded by high contextual
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uncertainty, set plays provide their executor with the
time and space they generally lack during the normal
course of play.60 Set-play takers are in the privileged
position of being able to choose from a range of tactics
to set up the next stage of attack. Examples are the
relationship between CKTO (corner kicks) and Ramos
(J15) and Piqué (J3), who are both expert corner kickers. Wallace and Norton14 use the term ‘‘set piece specialists’’ to refer to players with particular skills or
abilities in events such as free kicks or throw-ins. The
data indicate that Xavi can also be considered a set
piece specialist.
At a practical level, soccer coaches should work on
avoiding situations that award the opposition set plays
such as corner kicks or free kicks, opting instead for
tactics such as pressure, dissuasion, and timing.

Xavi’s relationship with ball contact
Passing is the best option for establishing tactical relationships between players. In this study, a mutually
activating relationship occurred between Xavi and the
category C2 (ball control + shot). Previous work has
shown that teams that use this tactic scored more
goals.60 Player interactions maximize potential at both
an individual and collective level.61 Considering the
findings, Xavi can perhaps be considered a contextual
player, whose priority is to interact with other players
using ball control and passes, rather than sophisticated
dribbling and skill moves. Xavi depends on these interactions to achieve objectives of varying complexity that
are ultimately related to setting up an effective attack.
Coaches should design defensive strategies aimed at
preventing players like Xavi from intervening in different sequences of play. Tactics such as outnumbering
and tight marking should help to dissuade players from
attempting C2 (ball control + pass).

Xavi and his relationship with type of shots
The findings show that Xavi is a highly versatile player
who masters many aspects of the game. The activation
of SWP (shot wide of the posts) with a radius of 2.44
shows that Xavi also takes shots. This is particularly
interesting, as it shows that, apart from technical prowess, he has a wide sphere of influence extending to different areas of the pitch. His profile, thus, would
appear to differ substantially from that of a typical
midfielder.31 From an overall defensive perspective,
coaches should be aware of this wide sphere of action
when designing tactics to impede interventions.62
Finally, in this study, the different relationships that
Xavi formed with other members of his team were analyzed and his use of spatial, technical, and tactical skills
was investigated. In the discussion of results, aspects of
practical interest to soccer coaches were highlighted.
Based on the significant associations observed between
Xavi and the different categories in the observation
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instrument, several aspects that characterize Xavi’s
style of play were identified. As a playmaker, he forms
significant relationships with highly tactical and creative players, such as Silva, Iniesta, and Ramos. These
relationships are established through ball control and
passes and are aimed at advancing the ball up the pitch
in the most favorable circumstances possible. Apart
from his prowess as a playmaker in the midfield area,
Xavi is also active in goal-scoring areas of the pitch,
where he contributes to the attack through interactions
and shots at goal.32 Finally, he is active both in
dynamic and in set piece situations and is responsible
for putting the ball back into play following
stoppages. The findings demonstrate that observational methodology, especially polar coordinate,
offers a means of objectively and empirically studying
spontaneous behavior during the natural course of
play. Future studies should study other players who
have an influential role on their teams and offer practical recommendations for application in real-life
situations.

Limitations
As for the limitations of this study, the degree of
generalization or the external validity of the results
obtained was based on the selected behaviors of only
Xavi Hernández with the national team. Additional
research would need to examine the player’s behavior
with his team, Futbol Club Barcelona. Another limitation concerns the number of games analyzed. Although
the player’s performance was analyzed during one of
the most important international championships,
there is no doubt that a greater number of matches and
competitions would provide considerably more data to
validate the findings of this study.
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